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Cultural Poem 1 (Chinese Traditional)
Midnight Reflections

On the bed the moonlight is shining like snow,
I imagined that there was a crystal floor.
Gaze up and glance at the bright moon,
Look down and reflect on my homeland.
By Li Bak

From Poems of Tong dynasty.
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Midnight Reflections

Tasks for researched poems:
Where is your poet born?

1. The poet for Midnight Reflections was born in China.
What cultural/ethnic background is he or she?

2. Li Bak, the poet is a Chinese person.
Is their cultural/ethnic background an important influence on their composing of the poem? If so, how – or how
is this shown in the poem?

3. Li Bak’s Chinese background influenced his writing of his poem; it is shown because Li has
written about moon gazing during the Moon festival.
When was he or she born (write data of death if relevant)?

4. Li Bak lived in the Tong Dynasty.
Are there any significant events which may have affected your poet’s writing – such as death of a parent,
upbringing factors, and cultural factors?

5. The factors that affected Li Bak when he wrote this poem are the fact that he had travelled
far away from his family. He wanted to remember his family especially because it was the
Moon festival.
Write about three language techniques used within the poem.

6. Li Bak within his poem, “Midnight Reflections” has used simile to create an image within the
responder’s mind; “the moonlight is shining like snow”. The reader is given an image of the
colour of the bright moonlight. Li Bak within his poem, “Midnight Reflections” has used a
rhythm to create the beat within the responder’s mind. Every line in the poem (Chinese
translation) has an even 5 syllable beat. Li Bak within his poem, “Midnight Reflections” has
used simile to create an image within the responder’s mind; “I imagined that there was a
crystal floor”. The reader is given an image of the colour of the floor.
Why did you choose this poem?

7. I choose this poem because it is a Chinese traditional poem. This poem describes the
thoughts of a traveller who has gone away from his family. It gives special meaning because
it also shows us that no matter how far away a person is from their family, their family is still
in mind.
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Cultural Poem 2 (Biblical Psalm)
Psalms 23
1 The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want.
2 He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
he leadeth me beside the still waters.
3 He restoreth my soul:
he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's sake.
4 Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil: for thou art with me;
thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.
5 Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies:
thou anointest my head with oil;
my cup runneth over.
6 Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life:
and I will dwell in the house of the LORD for ever."
From Holy Bible & Interview with God.com
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Psalms 23

Tasks for researched poems:
Where is your poet born?

1. The poet for Psalms 23 was born in Israel.
What cultural/ethnic background is he or she?

2. David (King) was a Jewish person.
Is their cultural/ethnic background an important influence on their composing of the poem? If so,
how – or how is this shown in the poem?

3. King David’s cultural background influenced his writing of Psalms 23; it is shown
because King David wrote this poem in the Bible.
When was he or she born (write data of death if relevant)?

4. King David lived from 1037BC to 967 BC.
Are there any significant events which may have affected your poet’s writing – such as death of a
parent, upbringing factors, and cultural factors?

5. The factors that affected David when he wrote this poem are the fact that he wanted
to acknowledge that the Lord was with David. He wanted to show that God is our
protector and provider.
Write about three language techniques used within the poem.

6. David within his poem, “Psalms 23” has used imagery, “2 He maketh me to lie down
in green pastures, he leadeth me beside the still waters.” The image created within
the responder’s mind is that the place of the Lord is calm and peaceful. King David
within his poem, “Psalms 23” has personification. “thy rod and thy staff they comfort
me.” is personified because it has given rod and staff the human qualities to comfort
a person. Another use of personification is “thou anointest my head with oil;” in this
line God is given human qualities of anointing a person with oil.
Why did you choose this poem?

7. I choose this poem because it is a biblical psalm. This poem describes how God will
care for us. It gives special meaning because it also shows us that no matter where
we go God will still be with us even in the toughest times.
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Cultural Poem 3 (Native American)
ALL IS FINISHED

And the song floated
on the sun's rays from tree to tree.
When I had ended,
it was as if the whole world
listened with us
to hear the wolf's reply.
We waited a long time
But none came.
Again I sang,
humbly
but as invitingly as I could,
until my throat ached
and my voice gave out.
All of a sudden
I realized why no wolves had heard
my sacred song.
There were none left!
My heart filled with tears.
I could no longer
give my grandson
faith in the past, our past.
I...wept in silence.
All is finished!

All is finished
I wanted to give something of my past
to my grandson.
I told him that I would sing
the sacred wolf song over him.
In my song, I appealed to the wolf
to come and preside over us,
while I would perform the wolf
ceremony.
So that the bondage between my
grandson
and the wolf would be life long.
I sang.
In my voice was the hope
that clings to every heartbeat.
I sang.
In my words were the powers
I inherited from my forefathers.
I sang.
In my cupped hands lay a spruce
seed..
The link to creation.
I sang.
In my eyes, sparkled love.

Chief Dan George
Salish
(1899-1981)

From www.ewetribe.com/NAculture
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ALL IS FINISHED
Tasks for researched poems:
Where is your poet born?
1. The poet for “All is finished” was born in the Native American lands around the Canadian
border near Vancouver.

Where is your poet born?
2. Chief Dan George Salish was a Native American.

Is their cultural/ethnic background an important influence on their composing of the poem? If so,
how – or how is this shown in the poem?
3. Chief Dan George Salish‘s cultural background influenced his writing of “All is finished”; it is
shown in the poem “All is finished” especially in the first five stanzas, when Chief Dan
George Salish has written about passing tradition to his descendants.

When was he or she born (write data of death if relevant)?
4. Chief Dan George Salish lived from 1899 to 1981.

Are there any significant events which may have affected your poet’s writing – such as death of a
parent, upbringing factors, and cultural factors?
5. The factors that affected Chief Dan George Salish when he wrote this poem “All is finished”
are the facts that he wanted to pass on the cultural traditions to the future generations.
Another reason that influenced his writing of this poem is that he is upset because he is
unable to pass on the cultural traditions to his descendants.

Write about three language techniques used within the poem.
6. Chief Dan George Salish within his poem, “All is finished” has used personification, “wolf to
come and preside over us.”This line contains personification because the wolf is given
human qualities of being able to watch over other humans. “My heart filled with tears.” is a
metaphor because it has in reality a heart cannot be filled with water. This line shows the
strong emotion of the chief. Another use of a metaphor is “And the song floated;” in this line
the song is compared to something that can float.

Why did you choose this poem?
7. I choose this poem because it showed that some traditional cultures are fast becoming
extinct. I like this poem because this poem displays good emotion. Another reason that I
choose this poem is that is how it is structured; it has a simple structure but presents good
content.
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Aboriginal Poem
Stepping Out
I'm stepping out, don't mess about.
Don't tell me to be patient.
I've been wedded, enslaved, white
washed, and saved,
But now, I'm liberated.
I've been patted, and moulded, and
shaped, and scolded
And I learned real fast how to please
`em,
I was cursed and damned,
And all for no good reason.

Been labelled all my life,
Black, woman, mother and wife.
And their labels formed the bars of my
prison,
But I've got to set free, this person
who's me.
`Cause now I've got a vision,
Their myths and lies are dead,
Not heaped on my head,
And their history is all outdated,
Different sex, different skin, can't
change what's within,
`Cause now, I'm liberated,
And I'm stepping out, don't mess
about,
Don't tell me to be patient
No ifs or buts.
I don't walk, I strut,
`Cause now, I'm liberated.

I've been put up, and I've been put
down,
By folks who were black, white, yellow
or brown,
Treated like I wasn't human, just a
puppet, a token,
But I healed my hurts, `cause for
better or worse,
Black woman's got spirit that's never
going to be broken.

Maureen Watson

From www.ideas2000.com/
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STEPPING OUT
Tasks for researched poems:
Where is your poet born?

1. The poet for “Stepping Out” was born in the Australia.
What cultural/ethnic background is he or she?

2. Maureen Watson was an Aboriginal poet.
Is their cultural/ethnic background an important influence on their composing of the poem? If so, how – or how
is this shown in the poem?

3. Maureen Watson‘s cultural background influenced his writing of “Stepping Out”; it is shown
in the poem “Stepping Out”, when Maureen Watson describes his Aboriginal culture and
how it is being taken over.
When was he or she born (write data of death if relevant)?

4. Maureen Watson was born in 1930.
Are there any significant events which may have affected your poet’s writing – such as death of a parent,
upbringing factors, and cultural factors?

5. The factors that affected Maureen Watson when he wrote this poem “Stepping Out” are the
facts that the Aboriginal culture was being attacked by the European Australian society.
Another reason that influenced his writing of this poem is that he is upset about how he is
treated and perceived in society.
Write about three language techniques used within the poem.

6. Maureen Watson within the poem, “Stepping Out” has used rhyme, “I've been wedded,
enslaved, white washed, and saved.”This line contains rhyme because the words inside the
line rhyme with each other and also that this line rhymes with the fifth line. “But I healed my
hurts, `cause for better or worse.” is a line with rhythm because the syllables give the line an
equivalent beat. There is also use of figurative language to create imagery “By folks who
were black, white, yellow or brown;” in this line the poet is talking about the people in
Australia.
Why did you choose this poem?

7. I choose this poem because it contained strong meaning of the cause for freedom from the
Aboriginals. I like this poem because it is free flowing. This poem contains strong meanings
and informs the reader that the poet is ready to stand up for Aboriginal rights.
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Original Poem 1 (My Own Poem)
Acrostic Poem
Today’s Society

T

he world has will never change from this.

O

ver the centuries,

D

ominated by ones with power.

A

lways mighty will be the ones with force,

Y

esterday will never by the same.

‘S

urely goodness will prevail,

S

ociety is gripped by greed.

O

ften blinded by earthly wealth,

C

ities built on piles of coins.

I

n times of trouble,

E

veryone panics about their wealth.

T

his is the structure of human nature,

Y

et there is hope of change to come.

© www.roydonng.com
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TODAY’S SOCIETY
Tasks for original poems:
What inspired you to write this poem?
One reason that inspired me to write this acrostic poem titled “Today’s
Society” was the fact that I wanted to highlight the problem of excessive
dominance in modern culture today. The principle reason I was inspired to
write this poem is that I have seen the disastrous effects of excessive
dominance.
What are the main themes (messages and ideas) in the poem?
My main theme for “Today’s Society” is the idea that change is needed to fix
the attitude of modern society. Power is often used unwisely. I wanted to also
put emphasis on the statement, “Money is the root of evil” and “Power
corrupts”
What response are you hoping for from your readers or listeners?
I would like my readers or listeners to receive the message that they should be
careful if they are in the position of wealth and/or power. I also would like my
readers or listeners to get the sense that caring for others is important.
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Original Poem 2 (My Poem)
AT FOURTEEN

I learned the truth at fourteen
That goodwill was the way for me
In school people with clear headed minds
Who studied hard and then worked well

The uneventful things I never was interested in
The nightly messaging online
Were spent on being more productive

And those of us with thick glasses
Present with daily knowledge
Hardly worried about not getting passes

To those of us who knew the cons
Of games that never arrived
And those who were never acknowledged
When rewarding those for hard work
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AT FOURTEEN
Tasks for original poems:
What inspired you to write this poem?
An inspirational factor for me to write this poem titled “At Fourteen” is that I
can write about a typical good worker in school. Another reason is that I can
express some of my experiences. I wanted to write about the school life of a
hard worker.
What are the main themes (messages and ideas) in the poem?
The main theme of my poem titled “At Fourteen” is regular hard work is very
beneficial. Also that being productive is better than wasting time. Even though
your good works may not be noticed, it is still worth being a good worker and
having good will.
What response are you hoping for from your readers or listeners?
The response that I am hoping to get from my readers or listeners is that they
will understand the pros of working hard. Life may not be that fun if you put
the extra effort but it will pay off in the end.
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